
This book isn't previewable but likely contains a bit more data that Donaldson/Wortner 
"The Hind Site" about "High Park Site". I can "glean a bit in snippet view by typing key 
words: 
http://books.google.com/books?ei=ajdPTPTwJ8KB8gae48HMAQ&ct=result&id=OIUZ
AAAAMAAJ&dq=%22Archaeological+Report%22+1922%2BOrr&q=Harvey 
Can you locate a copy if you haven't already? 
  
page 38: 
RED PAINT BURIAL ONTARIO   
On the property of Mr. J. A. Harvey, known a Harcroft Bird Sanctuary, situated on the 
west side of High Park in the city of Toronto and immediately north of Grenadier pond, 
there is a little bit of unspoiled wilderness very much as nature left it.  Romantic valleys, 
the haunts of birds, towering prominences shaded with lovely trees, overlooking Lake 
Ontario's blue waves, a panorama of scenery sweeping the Humber Bay from the 
Island to the breezy points of Mimico to beyond.  In January, 1921, on the brow of one of 
these high prominent sand hills, running south from Bloor Street, while excations were 
being done... 
  
Search Red Paint, Algonquin, and other terms and you can see a bit more. It appears that 
this entire volume may be dedicated to the Mound at High Park.  Orr is stating that this is 
NOT related to an Algonquin burial site. But I can only see bits and retype it. 
  
Try to get this book if you haven't already. It is the only evidence you would likely need! 
  
How can "The Hind Site" authors or others not consider ORR as credible and factual 
since he worked with the Ministry of Education and made numerous other reports to the 
Archaeology Report annually! 
  
Annual archæological report 
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